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THE STORY: As described in the NY Times: Mr. Williams is telling the story of two marriages
at points of acute crisis. One couple has just broken up after five years together. The other has
not been able to come to terms in one day of wedlock. Bot
This late play by Tennessee Williams explores the troubled relationship between F. Scott and
Zelda Fitzgerald.
Now available as a paperbook, Volume VIII adds to the series' four full-length plays written and
produced during the last decade of Williams' life.

Theatre of Tennessee Williams Vol. 2. The Eccentricities of a Nightingale, Summer and
Smoke, The Rose Tattoo, and Camino Real.
In this masterful play, Tennessee Williams explores the meaning of loneliness and the
need for human connection through the lens of four women and the designs and
desires they harbor—for themselves and for each other. It is a warm June morning in the
West End of St. Louis in the mid-thirties––a lovely Sunday for a picnic at Creve Coeur
Lake. But Dorothea, one of Tennessee Williams’s most engaging "marginally youthful,"
forever hopeful Southern belles, is home waiting for a phone call from the principal of
the high school where she teaches civics––the man she expects to fulfill her deferred
dreams of romance and matrimony. Williams’s unerring dialogue reveals each of the
four characters of A Lovely Sunday for Creve Coeur with precision and clarity:
Dorothea, who does even her "setting-up exercises" with poignant flutters; Bodey, her
German roommate, who wants to pair Dotty with her beer-drinking twin, Buddy, thereby
assuring nieces, nephews, and a family for both herself and Dotty; Helena, a fellow
teacher, with the "eyes of a predatory bird," who would like to "rescue" Dotty from her
vulgar, common surroundings and substitute an elegant but sterile spinster life; and
Miss Gluck, a newly orphaned and distraught neighbor, whom Bodey comforts with
coffee and crullers while Helena mocks them both. Focusing on one morning and one
encounter of four women, Williams once again skillfully explores, with comic irony and
great tenderness, the meaning of loneliness, the need for human connection, as well as
the inevitable compromises one must make to get through "the long run of life."
THE STORY: Kerr, in the NY Herald-Tribune, describes: This, says Mr. Williams
through the most sympathetic voice among his characters, 'is a true story about the
time and the world we live in.' He has made it seem true--or at least curiously and su
THE STORY: A play that is profoundly affecting, SUMMER AND SMOKE is a simple love story
of a somewhat puritanical Southern girl and an unpuritanical young doctor. Each is basically
attracted to the other but because of their divergent attitudes tow
Commenced 25 June 1958, Willard Hall.
Typescript, undated. Typescript is from an unidentified published anthology lightly marked by
videographer with pencil. Used by The New York Public Library's Theatre on Film and Tape
Archive on May 25, 2018, when videorecording the joint production of the Transport Group with
the Classic Stage Comapny at 136 East 13th Street, New York, N.Y., featuring Marin Ireland in
the role of Alma, directed by Jack Cummings III. It had opened May 3, 2018. No revision of
dialogue is noted.
A classic play by Tennessee Williams in a definitive, author-approved edition.
Never produced until this year (1998), NOT ABOUT NIGHTINGALES (1938), portrays a
shocking prison scandal in which convicts leading a hunger strike in prison were locked in a
steam-heated cell and roasted to death. Williams himself later said that he had never written
anything to compare with it in violence and horror. The play indelibly presages the great plays
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he was later to write. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
This anthology contains four of the Pulitzer Prize-winning playwright's most brilliant works:
Summer and Smoke, Orpheus Descending, Suddenly Last Summer and Period of Adjustment.
"The innocent and the damned, the lonely and the frustrated, the hopeful and the hopeless . . .
(Williams) brings them all into focus with an earthy, irreverently comic passion".--Newsweek.

THE STORY: As in its later and substantially re-written version (entitled
ORPHEUS DESCENDING), the play deals with the arrival of a virile young
drifter, Val Xavier, in a sleepy, small town in rural Mississippi. He takes a job in
the dry goods stor
Tennesse Williams in Provincetown is the story of Tennesse Williams' four
summer seasons in Provincetown, Massachusetts: 1940, '41, '44 and '47. During
that time he wrote plays, short stories, and jewel-like poems. In Provincetown
Williams fell in love unguardedly for perhaps the only time in his life. He had his
heart broken there, perhaps irraparably. The man he thought might replace his
first lover tried to kill him there, or at least Williams thought so. Williams drank in
Provincetown, he swam there, and he took conga lessons there. He was poor
and then rich there; he was photographed naked and clothed there. He was
unknown and then famous--and throughout it all Williams wrote every morning.
The list of plays Williams worked on in Provincetown include The Glass
Menagerie, A Streetcar Named Desire, Summer and Smoke, the beginnings of
The Night of the Iguana and Suddenly Last Summer, and an abandoned
autobiographical play set in Provincetown, The Parade. Tennessee Williams in
Provincetown collects original interviews, journals, letters, photographs, accounts
from previous biographies, newspapers from the period, and Williams' own
writing to establish how the time Williams spent in Provincetown shaped him for
the rest of his life. The book identifies major themes in Williams' work that derive
from his experience in Provincetown, in particular the necessity of recollection
given the short season of love. The book also connects Williams mature
theatrical experiments to his early friendships with Jackson Pollack, Lee Krasner
and the German performance artist Valeska Gert. Tennessee Williams in
Provincetown, based on several years of extensive research and interviews,
includes previously unpublished photographs, previously unpublished poetry, and
anecdotes by those who were there.
THE STORY: The action takes place in Glorious Hill, Mississippi, shortly before
the First World War. Alma Winemiller, a sensitive and lonely young woman, has
become increasingly restive and disturbed by the fear that she will remain a
spinster. Hem
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